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Tlie popularity of the story of crime is at its
rieiirTit. It is no longer necessary that the hero
c? such a story should l»e a Sherlock Holmes or
a Baffles. Those masters, it is true, would be
«crer than over of a warm welcome tsj-day, but

•he motives illustrated in the tales of their adver.turos have achieved such a vogue that there
is now room for almost any book about crime
snd its detection, no matter how It may compare with the works of Sir Conan I>oyle and
y- E. W. Hornung. Everybody is writing
about burglarious and similarly sinister mysteries. In every batch of new novels the clever
criminal or detective is duly represented. It Is
worth while, therefore, to consider some of the
br^ad aspects. of this part of current literature.
and the inquiry is made the more interesting
Mr. Arat this time through the publication of
thur Train's "True Stories of Crime." The

aaceltt in this field might justly claim that he
look? for his standard to writers like Foe or
Gabcriau, but the truth goes to the testing of
•very work of the imagination, and a book like
legitiMr. Train's is not only an effective but a
mate touchstone to use Inexamining the sort of
fiction wp have In mind.
It Is a pood book, as amusing as it is edifying.
The author relates history, and he notes
that in the majority of the "cases" he cele-

brates he conducted the prosecution himself. If
v, ha? "dressed up" Ma* narratives at all, to
pive them better literary form, he has done
r.o-.hinc to lessen the accuracy* of his records.
Alluding to this point he says. "The writer must
plead guilty to having fallen under the spell of
the romance of his subject." This is an easily
jiiFtifiable plea. Th«» romance is there; of that
ilwre can be no question. In some instances, no
tf^ufct. the theme is merely sordid, as in the
.<•--%\u25a0 called "The Woman in the Case." an account of a swindling: enterprise in New York.
But there are genuinely romantic elements in a
E .-.her of the other tales. It seems incredible that
a man should be able to persuade a number of
Frenchmen that they are entitled to an estate of
five hundred million dollars In America, and bleed
them through a considerable period for funds
of
f-upposedly to be applied to the establishment
obviously fana
is
Such
scheme
rights.
their
tastic to the point of absurdity, hut Mr. Train
shows us with what success It was once carried
Abroad," in
Dot. His story of \u25a0•Confidence Men
which one of the men recites his experience in
the hands of French law, reads like something
out of Stevenson— only th» whole thing actually
80, in his chapter on the struggles
happened.
if a detective to bring the man Dodge from
Texas to Xew York in the Morse case, sheer
fact if made as astonishing and exciting as
anything in fiction. As for Mr. Train's last
Evidence," it
story, A Case of Circumstantial
any
treating
which
novelist
6
of
composition
it
way
91 crime could afford to be proud. In its
this tale of Italian intrigue and murder, with its
scenes at our -very doors, Is a little masterpiece.
Mr. Train tells it with really striking
ability. He hai=. in fact, a gift for writing of
this kind. He adapt? his method to his subject.
"Whether he is treating the five hundred million
fraud, the story of the Botts Stradivarius,
the crimes of Miller and Ammon, those of Patrick and Hummel, or the extraordinary performance of Antonio Strollo. he strikes fact the right
note, creates just the right atmosphere.
"SVhat light d'.*»s Mr. Train throw on the whole
me? In the first place
Question of stories of
may go
h« shows that the writer of such a story
that you
to almost any lengths. Anything
choose may be assumed of wicked human nature. There-is no \u25a0.-,•• conceivable by the novlight
elist that might not be committed. In the
of Mr. Train's careful statements of fact It is
plain that the wiles of the criminal leave the
•
most Ingenious novelist far beof
blanche, as
hind. But in giving the novelist carte
a narfact
enforces
the
that
Mr.
Train
it were.
convincing, must hang
rative of crime, to be
together throughout: that the device of coinci-i. if used at all.
dence must 1*- sparingly
and that the question of motive must receive
It seems, perthe closest possible attention.
haps, a little cruel to subject stories professedly
fictitious to comparison with Mr. Train's records, but. after all. this only rings into sharer
relief defects which would in any case be boticeable.
Tike, for example. "In •: Dead of Night
This is a truly absorbing story. one of the cleverest we have read- in a lone time. It starts
with episode* that immediately pique the reader's curiosity. The h^ro. who has been taking
part to a South American revolution and has
M-orked his way to N. v, York in the stokehole
tapping
of a ship, stands at right in Broadway,
he
has
Just
newspaper
in
which
his hand with a
colossal fortune of one Stephen
r?a<3
At this moAustin is hanging in th<> balance.
ment a woman in a hansom invites him to seat
himself by her side, and though, to the best of
his knowledge, no one in Now York should
know anything of his affairs, she shows that
Ebe is acquainted with them and takes him to
the deathbed of Stephen Austin! There he is
forthcommitted to a mysterious enterprise, and
with ha? th* wild adventures which go to the
BOidsg
lik<- this. Dreadful things oc-
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of fiction
Bat remembering
cur. lisey hold the reader.
Mr. Train's book he asks Mr. Mclntyre to justify bisnelf. On two counts Mr. Mclntyre fails.
Th«=- coincidence which brings Kenyon to New
York at th** psychological moment, where he

organization for any public purpose. Even there
he finds that the institutions of property, or
marriage, of slavery, etc., rest upon custom
alone; that there is no ethical conception of a
Medium" is a readable piece of summer fiction "right"
except some vague belief that some
and it is an example of sound craftsmanship.
unseen power will punish one who violates cusThe author of "The Silver Blade," a story in
When In place of the tribal organization
which two mysterious murders occur, gains his atom.
territorial one was established, as in England,
undeniably interesting effect by the familiar
of the King
process of placing befoiy thy reader a problem embracing a kingdom, the power
did not extend to the making of laws. The reInsoluble without knowledj?e of antecedent facts. sponsibiliti«s of society devolved upon the
**itilthese facts are run down, the reader, llko
land owning class; and to them was due the
the "star"
in the book, may amu.«e creation of courts.
What, Mr. Carter asks,
detective
grii.*i
jn
himself
at the isignificance of this or
the law administered in these early tribuwas
that clew. It is a game of hide and seek to
where was it to br found? The anwhich the autrior Invites us. keeping his secret nals and
swer, he says, in very plain. It was custom.
well hid until the due number of pages have
been written. Mr. Walk makes the game divert- He continues:
All complaints by one man against another,
ing enough, and when he turns up at the end
arose from
whether of a civil or criminal nature, contrary
to
done
the
explanation
accepted
with
in his hands it Is
the fact that something had been what
should hai.e
the complainant's expectation of
adequate.
readily
why
as
One can then
the been lone; and as every man expects that others
see
mould
two murders were contemplated, how they were will act according to custom, the complaint
to
in fact, if not In form, that an act contrary
of the
injury
executed and how they were enveloped in mys- be.
to
had
committed
the
custom
been
the
comagainst
whom
tery. Mr. Walk, In other words, Is respectful compliilnant. Ifthe party
was made denied the accusation, he necestoward the truth. His error consists In pealing plaint
sarily asserted that what he did was in compliancy
necessarily
the lips of this or that personage when, by all th-? with" custom. The dispute therefore
turned, ifthe act was admitted or established, upon
laws of ordinary existence, those personages
custom
was.
and
these rurte
the question what the
principal and most intellitribunals held by the adapted
would he persuaded or compelled to speak. In gent
that
to
determine
men were well
short, he Ik skilful in the fabrication of a puz- question.
The Judges in these acted in
was
1
with
their
sense
of
what
simply
**£".
zle, considered as a puzzle, but he does not
was necessarily determined by what they thought
know how to give his puzzle quite the air of a to be customary.
may
thing of actual life. Incidentally it
be
The advance of society constantly developed
noted that he permits his characters to talk too
new forms of conduct founded upon new convicmuch thereby obstructing the movement of the tions of right, and this created a demand for
story. We enjoy reading his book, but are connew action by the courts in the way of relief.
strained to admit that It falls below the require- In this manner the rude tribunals of early times
ments of the perfect story of crime.
and the system of procedure in them were im"The Under Groove" consists of eight chap- proved until they reached the condition in which
ters devoted to the adventures of a man who Is they were to be found In England and America
pursuing In all honesty the duties of a train dis- three centuries ago. And through all the time
patcher, when he is struck on the head with a
of that development, the law that these tribunals
coupling pin. The blow turns him into a crim- recognized and enforced was custom, and cusinal. As the result of it he is dowered with a tom alone. A "precedent" was but authenticated
new personality, and Is not rescued from the custom.
And even in the subsequent period,
life of dishonesty Into which he sinks until an- during which higher judicial tribunals and legother physical disturbance, seven years later. islatures have been established and perfected,
In the custom has continued to furnish the rules that
gives him back his original nature.
mean time he engages In the transactions which goveTO^human conduct.
To the absolute generality of this conclusion Mr. Carter allows only
Mr. Stringer describes In his eight chapters.
Some of these are fairly entertaining. "The an exception to be made for the influence of legAdventure of the Unknown Door" is a creditable
islation; but he insists that the extent of this
performance, am" so is "The Adventure of the
exception diminishes to a point where it may,
Emerald Pendant." In general, however, Mr. for all large and general purposes, be dismissed
Stringer leaves an impression of artificiality. from attention when it is considered that its
principal function Is to supplement and aid the
His motives are not In themselves very promising, and in the management of them he not only operation of custom, that it never can supplant
overworks the expedients of coincidence, but it, and that its own efficiency is dependent upon
bores the reader with a pedantic display of Its conformity to habit and custom.
thieves' patter and the terminology of medical
To summarize, the author finds that "Law,
is
nothThere
electrical
mechanics.
science and
Custom. Conduct, Life different names for aling here to suggest the living world, the truth most the same thing—true names for different
so inseparably
aspects of the same thing—
that Is essential to good fiction.
even be
together that on» cannot
blended
thought of without the other."
"Ethicai writers," wrote Mr. Carter in his last
lecture, "conceive the main question in morals
to be, What is right, or What is right conduct?
I
do not mean to disparage the importance of
Its
Late James C. Carter on
this inquiry, but ] would suggest that the progress I
have indicated has begun and been car;
Custom.
Source
ried forward to a high point without an answer
to this question— indeed, without asking It. The
ANT' FUNCTION. simple process has been to observe the conseLAW: ITS ORIGIN. GROWTH
By the late James Coolidge Carter, I>l>. D. Bvo,
quences of conduct and to adopt such action as
pp. vii, 345. G. P. Putnam's Sons.
and
to be productive of happiness;
In the latter part of the nineteenth century has seemed
years
we may rest in confidence that those lines of
stood
for
lawyers
York
great
New
two
conduce to what men in general
opposed to each other, David Dudley Field, as conduct which
feel to be happiness cannot be otherwise than in
of
codification
the
the chief and ablest advocate
accordance with the profoundest conclusion conof the common law, and James C. Carter, as its cerning the ultimate highest good. The light
Both
opponent.
leading and most Influential
and that has steadily guided us over the long pathwere men ot uncommon force of character
way from primeval savagery into civilized sopre-eminent intellectual qualities. \ Both had dis- ciety may
be safely trusted during the continutinguished themselves before the courts as powJourney."
public at large as ance of our
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not the manly one. Why does he go away? He
who Is the man Is the woman."
So nh* went up to the woman and said to her.
"flood morning."
The woman said, "And who are you""
"It Is I—Paka."
"What do you want?" about that you may
"I want to follow you
give me food."
So the woman said to her. "Very good. Sit
here in my house."
Now, this Is the story of Paka the cat, which
comes from long ago, and this is the reason why
a cat will leave a man and follow a woman.
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